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1. Introduction
Consider an m ×m matrix X of formal variables xij . For I a subset of [m] := {1,2, . . . ,m}, let pI
be the determinant of the submatrix of X whose columns are indexed by I and whose rows are
the bottom |I| rows. The pI are known as Plücker coordinates. The subalgebra of C[xij] generated by
the Plücker coordinates is called the Plücker algebra. Obviously, the Plücker algebra is spanned, as
a C-vector space, by monomials in the pI . One of the classical topics in combinatorial commutative
algebra is standard monomial theory. It is the construction of a collection of monomials, indexed by
semi-standard Young tableaux, which give a C-basis for the Plücker algebra. Speciﬁcally,
∏N
r=1 pIr is
a standard monomial if and only if the sets I1, I2, . . . , IN are the columns of a semi-standard Young
tableaux. The relations expressing other monomials in terms of the standard monomials are classically
known as straightening relations.
In [P], the second author showed that semi-standard Young tableaux could, in a certain sense,
be considered as non-nesting objects. There is a general philosophy that for every non-nesting ob-
ject there is a corresponding non-crossing object. The paper [P] introduced a notion of non-crossing
tableaux, and showed that there is a bijection between non-nesting tableaux (i.e., semi-standard
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plain how to build a basis of the Plücker algebra using non-crossing tableaux (implied by the slightly
more general Corollary 4.3). As a corollary, we obtain a new degeneration of the ﬂag variety to a
Stanley–Reisner complex (Corollary 7.2).
It is not clear yet what the best use of this technology will be; our view is that non-crossing
tableaux are a tool that should be tried whenever semi-standard Young tableaux are applicable but
not productive. One clue that non-crossing tableaux should be useful is that the non-crossing condi-
tion is a relaxation of the weak separation condition of [LZ]. (The semi-standard condition is neither
stronger nor weaker than weak separation.) Weakly separated sets give commutative subrings of the
quantum deformation of the Plücker algebra, and, conjecturally, are clusters in the cluster structure on
the Plücker algebra. There are not enough collections of weakly separated sets to give a basis of the
Plücker algebra (they give linearly independent, but not spanning, monomials). In the theory of clus-
ter algebras, this discrepancy is (conjecturally) ﬁxed by adding additional generators to the Plücker
algebra. Non-crossing tableaux offer a compromise, giving a basis that coincides with the cluster con-
struction when possible, but still uses only monomials in the Plücker coordinates. In particular, in
the case of the Grassmannian G(2,m) (that is, when we limit ourselves to 2 × 2 minors of X ), the
notions of non-crossing tableaux and weakly separated sets coincide. The corresponding degeneration
of the Grassmannian has components indexed by the set of triangulations of an m-gon. This is an oc-
currence of the standard example of a correspondence between non-nesting objects and non-crossing
objects—that the number of standard Young tableaux of shape 2× (m− 2) is the same as the number
of triangulations of an m-gon.
We now sketch our approach. Following ideas of [MS], we ﬁrst describe a sagbi basis of the
Plücker algebra. From the perspective of algebraic geometry, this corresponds to giving a degener-
ation of the ﬂag variety to the toric variety corresponding to the Gelfand–Tsetlin polytope. This tells
us that one can construct bases of the Plücker algebra indexed by Gelfand–Tsetlin patterns, but does
not construct any particular such basis. In the standard monomial theory, one then triangulates the
Gelfand–Tsetlin polytope, in a triangulation whose faces are indexed by semi-standard Young tableaux.
We give a different triangulation of the Gelfand–Tsetlin polytope, whose faces are indexed by non-
crossing tableaux, and thus obtain a new set of standard monomials. To do this, we use the usual
correspondence between semi-standard Young tableaux and collections of non-crossing lattice paths;
we then replace the non-crossing tableaux by “non-kissing” lattice paths. We warn the reader that
non-nesting tableaux correspond to non-crossing paths while non-crossing tableaux correspond to non-
kissing paths.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the compatibility conditions of non-nesting,
non-crossing, and weak separation, as well as the concept of a compatibility complex. Section 3 de-
ﬁnes the cone of Gelfand–Tsetlin patterns and reinterprets compatibility conditions in terms of lattice
paths. Section 4 relates the cone of Gelfand–Tsetlin patterns to the Plücker algebra. In particular, this
section contains Corollary 4.3, which describes how to form new linear bases of the Plücker algebra.
Section 5 presents driving rules, a general idea for triangulating the cone of Gelfand–Tsetlin patterns,
from which both non-nesting and non-crossing triangulations are then derived. The consequences
of driving rules for non-nesting tableaux are described in Section 6; and the consequences for non-
crossing tableaux in Section 7. Section 8 explores further properties of the non-crossing triangulation.
2. Compatibility complexes
Let 2m denote the set of all subsets of [m].
Call two pairs {u < v} and {x < y}, with u, v , x and y in Z ∪ {∞}, non-nesting if neither of the
following two conditions holds:
(1) x < u < v < y,
(2) u < x< y < v .
Let I = {i1 < i2 < · · · < ik} and J = { j1 < j2 < · · · < jl} be two elements of 2m , with k  l. Now we
remove the “common part” of I and J : if for any s we have is = js , remove is and js from I and J .
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for any s.
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Non-nesting rule). Subsets I and J are non-nesting if:
(1) for all 1 s k′ − 1, pairs {i′s, i′s+1} and { j′s, j′s+1} are non-nesting;
(2) if k′ < l′ then {i′k′ ,∞} and { j′k′ , j′k′+1} are non-nesting.
Example 2.2. The sets {1,3,4} and {2,3,5} do not nest, while {1,3,5} and {2,3,4} do.
We will later encounter a simple graphical interpretation for the non-nesting rule.
Remark 2.3. The non-nesting condition is exactly the condition satisﬁed by columns of semi-standard
Young tableaux; see [P] for details.
Let m(nn) denote the set of subsets of 2m whose elements are pairwise non-nesting. We can think
of this set as a simplicial complex.
Example 2.4. If m = 2 we have four vertices: ∅, {1}, {2}, {1,2}, all pairwise non-nesting. Thus, every
subset of these four vertices is a face, and 2(nn) is nothing but a 3-simplex.
We will examine the complex m(nn) in a slightly more general setting in Section 6, as well as some
analogous complexes. The non-nesting condition is the ﬁrst example of what we call a compatibility
condition. In general, a compatibility condition, c, is any rule by which we select a collection of un-
ordered pairs of subsets, (I, J ) = ( J , I), with I, J ∈ 2m . The corresponding compatibility complex m(c)
is a simplicial complex whose vertex set is 2m , with faces given by subsets of 2m whose elements are
pairwise compatible with respect to c.
We now introduce another compatibility condition. Call two pairs {u < v} and {x < y} non-crossing
if neither of the following two conditions holds:
(1) x < u < y < v ,
(2) u < x < v < y.
As before, let I = {i1 < i2 < · · · < ik} and J = { j1 < j2 < · · · < jl} be two elements of 2m , with k  l,
and remove their common part to form I ′ and J ′ .
Deﬁnition 2.5 (Non-crossing rule). Subsets I and J are non-crossing if:
(1) for all 1 s k′ − 1, pairs {i′s, i′s+1} and { j′s, j′s+1} are non-crossing,
(2) if k′ < l′ then {i′k′ ,∞} and { j′k′ , j′k′+1} are non-crossing.
Example 2.6. Both ({1,3,5}, {2,3,4}) and ({1,4,5}, {2,3,6}) form non-crossing pairs, while sets
{1,3,4} and {2,3,5} cross.
As with non-nesting, we will later present a simple graphical interpretation for this rule. Let m(nc)
denote the compatibility complex for the non-crossing rule.
Remark 2.7. The non-crossing condition is directly related to non-crossing tableaux deﬁned in [P]. Note
however that the “semi-standard” version of the non-crossing rule adopted in [P] is different from
the rule given here. We prefer the current rule because it respects the isomorphism between the
Grassmannians G(k,m) and G(m − k,m), and because it is more closely related to the condition of
weak separation in [LZ].
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studied in [Sc1,Sc2]. Write I − J for the set {i | i ∈ I, i /∈ J }, and I ≺ J if i < j for all i ∈ I , j ∈ J .
Deﬁnition 2.8 (Weak separation rule). Subsets I and J are weakly separated if at least one of the fol-
lowing holds:
(1) |I| | J | and J − I can be partitioned into a disjoint union J − I = J ′ unionsq J ′′ so that J ′ ≺ I − J ≺ J ′′ ,
(2) |I| | J | and I − J can be partitioned into a disjoint union I − J = I ′ unionsq I ′′ so that I ′ ≺ J − I < I ′′ .
Example 2.9. The sets {2,3,4} and {1,3,5} are weakly separated and non-crossing, whereas {1,4,5}
and {2,3,6} are non-crossing but they are not weakly separated. The sets {1,3,4} and {2,3,5} are
neither non-crossing nor weakly separated.
The preceding example suggests the following lemma, which follows immediately given the graph-
ical interpretations for non-crossing and weak separation given in Theorem 3.3. Let m(ws) be the
compatibility complex for the weak separation rule.
Lemma 2.10. Weak separation is a strengthening of the non-crossing rule. In other words, if (I, J ) is an edge
of m(ws) , then (I, J ) is an edge of m(nc) .
Later we will see that m(nc) is pure with predictable dimension, and although m(ws) is a proper
subcomplex, it is (conjecturally) pure of the same dimension.
For any compatibility condition c, we can study subcomplexes of the compatibility complex in-
duced by restricting the vertex set in some way. For example, we can restrict the size of allowable
subsets: m(c)kl denotes the complex whose vertices are those subsets of [m] with at least k and no
more than l elements. We will present a more general kind of restriction of the vertex set in Section 3.
As examples of the types of questions we will try to answer, we present a theorem and conjecture
for weakly separated compatibility complexes.
Theorem 2.11. (See [LZ, Theorem 1.3].) The dimension ofm(ws)kl is
(
m + 1
2
)
−
(
m + 1− l
2
)
−
(
k + 1
2
)
+ 1.
Conjecture 2.12. (See [Sc1, Conjecture 1].) Complex m(ws)kl is pure.
Though we are unable to use our approach to prove Conjecture 2.12, we are able to prove analo-
gous results for the non-nesting and non-crossing compatibility complexes; one consequence is that
we obtain Theorem 2.11 as a corollary.
Remark 2.13. There are many other compatibility rules. For example there is the strong separation rule
of [LZ] and the semi-non-crossing rule of [P]. One can also conjure up a rule which would relate to
the non-nesting rule the same way weak separation relates to non-crossing. Later in the paper we
consider the whole family of rules which we call driving rules. Among the rules mentioned above the
non-nesting, the non-crossing and the semi-non-crossing rules fall into this category.
3. Gelfand–Tsetlin patterns
Let Lm be the diagram of the staircase shape (m− 1, . . . ,1) in French notation. Call the southwest
corner of the shape the source, and call the northeast corners (including two degenerate nodes) the
sinks. More generally we can form a partial staircase L ⊂ Lm by selecting a subset of the sinks of Lm
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and all the nodes to the south and west of these sinks. See Fig. 1, where the sinks have coordinates
(1,5), (3,3), (4,2), and (6,0). We refer to the squares of the square grid as cells. We say that a cell is
a cell of L if either its northwest or its southeast corner is a node of L; we say that a cell is an internal
cell if all of its nodes are in L and external otherwise. We say that two external cells are connected to
each other if they are horizontally or vertically adjacent and the edge separating them does not lie
in L. In Fig. 1, the edges of L are drawn with solid lines, while each connected class of external cells
is surrounded by a dotted line.2 We divide the cells into connectivity classes, where two cells are in
the same connectivity class if and only if there is a chain of cells linking one to the other in which
each consecutive pair is connected to each other.
For a partial staircase L, a Gelfand–Tsetlin pattern T of shape L is a ﬁlling of the cells of L with
non-negative integers so that entries weakly increase along rows and columns, any two connected
external cells contain the same entry, and the external cells to the west of L contain zeroes. A real-
valued Gelfand–Tsetlin pattern of shape L is a ﬁlling of the cells of L with non-negative real numbers
obeying the same condition. An example of a Gelfand–Tsetlin pattern of partial staircase shape is
given in Fig. 1.
To each path along the edges of Lm from the source to a sink moving in north and east directions
we can associate a word of length m on the alphabet {N, E}. This word is easily transformed into an
element I ∈ 2m by taking the index of north steps along the path, so that, for example, ENNEEN ↔
{2,3,6} (see the left side of Fig. 1). Clearly this is a bijection between the set of paths on Lm and 2m .
We denote by p = p(I) the path corresponding to I .
Note that p might or might not ﬁt into a partial staircase L. Thus, the shape of L can be viewed as
a restricting condition on the subsets of 2m . We denote by m(c)L the compatibility complex with vertex
set I ∈ 2m such that p(I) ﬁts inside L. For example, if L is given by selecting sinks (m− l, l), (m− l+1,
l − 1), . . . , (m − k,k), we have m(c)L =m(c)kl .
We will now see the compatibility rules we encountered have a nice description in terms of cor-
responding paths.
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Non-crossing paths). Paths p and q are non-crossing if p always lies to the northwest
of q, or always lies to the southeast of q.
Let us call a common part of p and q a maximal (by inclusion) connected subpath (possibly a
single node) which is shared by both of them. (The “common part” of subsets I and J corresponds
the vertical edges in the common parts of paths p(I) and p( J ).) A common part is called proper if it
does not include the source or any sink.
Deﬁnition 3.2 (Non-kissing paths). Paths p and q are non-kissing if p and q leave every proper common
part in same direction by which they entered.
2 The conventions on external cells are technical, and the reader may ﬁrst want to consider just the cases where L is a
rectangle or a staircase.
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Note that every proper common part of a non-crossing pair is a kiss, and every proper common
part of a non-kissing pair is a crossing.
Fig. 2 illustrates the above deﬁnitions. Two pairs of paths are shown locally. Suppose in both cases
the paths share one proper common part consisting of steps N , E , N , N , E . The pair on the left is
kissing but non-crossing, while the pair on the right is crossing but non-kissing.
We introduce one more piece of terminology. Let p and q be a pair of paths. We deﬁne a pair
of nodes v = (v1, v2) in p and w = (w1,w2) in q, to be an hourglass if v is due northwest of w
(i.e., v1 = w1 − k and v2 = w2 + k for some k  0), the edges of p leading into and out of v are
respectively pointed E and N and the edge of q leading into and out of w are respectively pointed N
and E . (We also deﬁne nodes v and w to be an hourglass if the same holds with the roles of p and
q interchanged.)
Now we are ready to state the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Let I and J be subsets of [m] with corresponding paths p = p(I) and q = p( J ). Then,
(1) I and J are non-nesting if and only if p and q are non-crossing,
(2) I and J are non-crossing if and only if p and q are non-kissing,
(3) I and J are weakly separated if and only if p and q are non-kissing, cross at most once and do not have
any hourglasses.
Proof. By the deﬁnitions of the compatibility conditions, the common parts of p and q do not in-
ﬂuence anything and each can be reduced to a single point. When the common parts are just single
nodes the needed equivalences are easily veriﬁed. 
Note that Theorem 3.3 implies Lemma 2.10.
3.1. The cone of GT patterns
Recall our deﬁnition of real-valued Gelfand–Tsetlin patterns above. The real-valued Gelfand–Tsetlin
patterns of shape L form a polyhedral cone in RCells(L) which we denote by GTL . To each path p in L
let us associate a GT pattern T p ∈ GTL which has a 1 in those cells which lie to the southeast of p
and has a zero in those cells which lie to the northwest. Note that T p = Tq if and only if p = q (this
is guaranteed by the presence of the external cells and fails if we consider only internal cells).
It is easy to see that GTL is the positive span of the vectors T p , as p ranges over paths contained
in L. For a given element T of GTL , there can be many ways to decompose T into a linear combination
of T p . Fig. 3 shows two different ways to decompose the GT pattern from Fig. 1. Note that in the ﬁrst
way any two participating paths are non-crossing, while in the second way any two participating
paths are non-kissing. In the light of Theorem 3.3 this suggests the following deﬁnition and question.
Let us say that complex m(c)L triangulates GTL if every element of GTL can be uniquely decomposed
into a positive linear combination of T p , where the participating p forms a face in m
(c)
L . In other
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words, the cone GTL can be written as the union of interiors of simplicial cones, where the rays of
the simplicial cones are the sets {T p}p∈P , with P running over the sets in m(c)L .
Question 1.Which compatibility conditions yield complexes that triangulate GTL?
We also introduce the notation GT0L for the convex hull of the points T p , as p runs over paths
contained in L. The polytope GT0L is a slice of the GTL by an aﬃne hyperplane. Namely, let c be
the cell whose northwest corner is at the origin and whose southeast corner is at (1,−1). For ev-
ery path p, T cp = 1, so GT0L is the polytope of Gelfand–Tsetlin patterns that have a 1 in cell c. So, if
m(c)L triangulates GTL , then GT
0
L is the union of the interiors of the simplices whose vertices lie at
the c-compatible sets. In other words, m(c)L encodes the combinatorics of a triangulation of the poly-
tope GT0L . This allows us to deduce topological properties of m
(c)
L . Namely, if m
(c)
L triangulates GTL
then m(c)L is homeomorphic to a ball of the same dimension as GT
0
L .
This raises the question of the dimension of GT0L . Let C be the number of connectivity classes of
cells of L. In GT0L , the cell whose northwest corner is the origin always contains a 1 and the cell
whose southeast corner is the origin always contains a 0. So the dimension of GT0L is at most C − 2
and a little more thought shows that this is, in fact, the dimension. We set N(L) = C − 2. We deﬁne
a critical node of L to be a node which has edges leaving it heading towards the north and east; it is
easy to check that N(L) is also the number of critical nodes. Summing up, we have the following.
Proposition 3.4. If m(c)L triangulates GTL then the simplicial complex m
(c)
L is homeomorphic to a ball of di-
mension N(L).
Remark 3.5. This remark concerns the relation between this work and that of Reiner and Welker [RW].
The polytope GT0L is the order polytope of a certain obvious poset, whose elements are the critical
nodes of L. The non-nesting triangulation of GT0L , which we will describe in Section 6, is the canonical
triangulation of the order polytope. The non-crossing triangulation, described in Section 7, resembles
the equatorial triangulation of the order polytope, in that both are multicones on spheres. However,
the non-crossing triangulation is not the same as the equatorial triangulation. As triangulations of GT0L ,
they are not equal even when L is the 2× 2 rectangle. As abstract simplicial complexes, the ﬁrst case
we know of where the equatorial and non-crossing complexes are non-isomorphic is when L is the
3 × 4 rectangle. In the equatorial complex, there are edges joining each pair of points in the triple
(136,147,257), but the triangle with these three vertices is not a face of the equatorial complex.
In the non-crossing complex, by contrast, the minimal non-faces are always edges. (This example is
based on Example 3.22 of [RW].)
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For background on material used in this section we refer the reader to [MS, Chapter 14]. Note that
we consider the numbering of rows to be bottom-justiﬁed, in order to be consistent with our way of
positioning GT patterns.
Let X = {xij} be an m ×m matrix of indeterminates. To each I ∈ 2m we associate a minor xI of X
with column set I and row set 1, . . . , |I|. In [MS], the algebra generated by all such minors is called
the Plücker algebra. The complete ﬂag variety Flm is the multi-proj of the Plücker algebra. The minors
under consideration are called the Plücker coordinates of the variety. Similarly, if we take the algebra
generated only by minors of certain sizes a= (a1, . . . ,al), its multi-proj is the partial ﬂag variety Flam .
Let R be a subalgebra of a polynomial ring C[x1, x2, . . . , xN ]. Recall that a subset {φ1, . . . , φr} of R
is called a sagbi basis of R with respect to a given term order if every monomial which occurs as
an initial term of an element of R occurs also as an initial term of a monomial in {φ1, . . . , φr}. The
following theorem appeared in [KM] and is also stated in [MS]. Although it is stated there for com-
plete ﬂags, the proof extends verbatim to the partial case. A diagonal or antidiagonal term order is any
order such that, in any minor, the diagonal or the antidiagonal monomial (respectively) is the initial
term.
Theorem 4.1. (See [MS, Theorem 14.11].) The Plücker coordinates (bottom justiﬁed minors) form a sagbi basis
for the Plucker algebra under any diagonal or antidiagonal term order.
The reader may also want to consult [Sturm, Chapter 11], where sagbi bases are referred to as
canonical bases.
The diagonal semigroup Dam is generated by exponent matrices of diagonal terms of Plücker coordi-
nates of Flam . For example, if m = 6 and a = (2,3,5), then some of the generators of Dam can be seen
below.
1
1
1
1
1
,
1
1
1
1
1
, . . .
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(65)
,
1
1
1
,
1
1
1
, . . .
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(63)
,
1
1
,
1
1
, . . .
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(62)
.
Theorem 4.2. Semigroups Dam and GTL are isomorphic, where L ⊂ Lm is a partial staircase shape with sinks
(m − a1,a1), . . . , (m − al,al).
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of [MS, Theorem 14.23], so that it suﬃces to exhibit an automor-
phism of a group ZN containing Dam and GTL which induces a bijection between their generating
sets. If di, j is the entry in a cell (i, j) of an element of Dam , and gi, j is the entry in a cell (i, j) of an
element of GTL , then the desired automorphism is given by gi, j =∑ ji′i+ j−1 di′, j . It is not hard to
check that this is indeed an automorphism, and that it provides the needed bijection of generators:
xI → T p(I) .
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1 1 2
1 1 2 1
3 2
. 
The complicated rules regarding external cells and connectivity were set up exactly to make The-
orem 4.2 hold.
We deﬁne an m(c)L -tableau supported on face F to be a collection of vertices of m
(c)
L that belong
to F , such that each element of F occurs at least once. The terminology is motivated by the following
observation: an m(nn)L -tableau is precisely the columns of a semistandard tableau whose entries and
column lengths are restricted by L. For example, the ﬁrst decomposition of a GT pattern on Fig. 3 is
non-crossing, which means that the sets involved form an m(nn)L -tableau. When arranged into a Young
shape the sets form the columns of the following semistandard tableau:
1 1 1 3 3
2 3 4 4 5
4 5 6 6
.
The shape L in this case induces the restriction that columns must have 2, 3, or 5 rows and that
entries are no greater than 6.
A different choice of compatibility condition yields different kinds of tableaux. For example, the
following tableau corresponds to the second decomposition of the GT pattern in Fig. 3, and is an
example of an m(nc)L -tableau.
1 1 3 3 1
3 5 4 4 2
4 6 5 6
.
Note that, in the non-crossing case, there is no obvious order in which to arrange the columns. Our
standard practice is to order them lexicographically.
To each m(c)L -tableaux T one can associate a monomial in Plücker variables by taking product of
Plücker coordinates xT =∏I∈T xI over all columns I of T . We call such xT the m(c)L -monomials. The
following corollary of Theorem 4.1 provides motivation for Question 1.
Corollary 4.3. Ifm(c)L triangulates the cone GTL , them
(c)
L -monomials form a linear basis for the corresponding
subalgebra of the Plücker algebra.
Remark 4.4. In the particular case of m(nn)L one just recovers the “standard monomial basis”, labeled
by the semi-standard tableaux.
This correspondence allows us to deduce that all triangulating compatibility complexes share a
certain combinatorial invariant. For a d-dimensional simplicial complex, let f i denote the number
of i-dimensional faces, and collect these numbers in the f -vector (1, f0, . . . , fd).
Corollary 4.5. Ifm(c)L triangulates the cone GTL , the Poincaré series of the corresponding subring of the Plücker
algebra is given by
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i
f i
(
m(c)L
) ∑
ji+1
(
j − 1
i
)
t j.
All complexes m(c)L triangulating GTL have the same f -vector.
Proof. We ﬁrst prove the formula for the Poincaré series.
Grade tableaux by the number of columns, and let ri, j denote the number of degree j tableaux T
supported on an i-dimensional face F . Clearly then the Poincaré series is given by:
∑
i
f i
(
m(c)L
) ∑
ji+1
ri, jt
j.
To obtain the desired formula notice that ri, j simply counts the ways to split a collection of j columns
into i + 1 non-empty subsets, and so we have ri, j =
( j−1
i
)
.
To verify the second statement, observe that as j → ∞, the term in the expression corresponding
to the largest i dominates other terms. This allows us to uniquely recover the number of facets in m(c)L .
Once that has been recovered, we can subtract the corresponding term and look at the asymptotics
of the remainder, and so on. 
Remark 4.6. The h-vector (h0, . . . ,hd+1) is a transformation of f -vector given by: h(t) :=∑d+1
i=0 f i−1ti(1 − t)d+1−i =
∑d+1
i=0 hiti . The polynomial h(t) is called the h-polynomial. Whenever a
polynomial is symmetric (i.e., td+1h(1/t) = h(t)), it has a so-called γ -vector given by its coeﬃ-
cients in terms of the basis {ti(1 + t)d+1−2i}0i(d+1)/2. Recently many have studied complexes
whose h-polynomials are γ -non-negative, as this immediately implies symmetry and unimodality
of h(t). Every compatibility complex that triangulates GTL has a γ -non-negative h-polynomial. In-
deed, by Corollary 4.5 it suﬃces to consider h(m(nn)L ; t), which (see Remark 3.5) is the h-polynomial
of the canonical triangulation of the order polytope of a certain poset PL depending only on the
partial staircase L. By a result of Reiner and Welker [RW, Proposition 2.2], this h-polynomial is noth-
ing but the W -polynomial of the poset PL , and a result of Brändén [Br, Theorem 4.2] shows that
W (PL; t) = h(m(nn)L ; t) is γ -non-negative.
5. Driving rules
Let T ∈ GTL and let T i, j be the entry in the cell located at column i, row j of T . Split the edge
between cells with coordinates (i, j) and (i, j + 1) into T i, j − T i, j+1 edges. Similarly split the edge
between cells with coordinates (i, j) and (i+ 1, j) into T i+1, j − T i, j edges. Orient all horizontal edges
east and all vertical edges north. Then, for a given T , each node of L has some incoming ﬂow from
south and west and some outgoing ﬂow to north and east. Note that since
(
T i, j − T i, j+1)+ (T i+1, j − T i, j)= (T i+1, j+1 − T i, j+1)+ (T i+1, j − T i+1, j+1),
the total incoming ﬂow is always equal to the total outgoing ﬂow. Denote by E(T ) the resulting
conﬁguration of edges. An example of the procedure for the GT pattern from Fig. 1 can be seen on
Fig. 4.
Let us say that we resolve a node of E(T ) if we give a bijection between the incoming and outgoing
edges, manifested graphically in joining the edges by lines. By comparing Figs. 3 and 4 we see that
both sets of paths in Fig. 3 can be obtained by resolving nodes in the appropriate manner. In fact, we
have the following.
Lemma 5.1. Any resolution of all nodes of E(T ) yields a decomposition of T into {T p}. Any decomposition can
be obtained in this way.
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Proof. Once we have resolved all nodes, we obtain a family of paths {p} by following edges from
the source according to corresponding bijections at nodes. The sum of the resulting T p does give the
starting T since each T p contributes 1 to differences T i, j − T i, j+1 and T i+1, j − T i, j exactly when it
passes between the corresponding cells.
On the other hand, if we start with a system of paths such that T = ∑ T p , color each path a
unique color and place it on L. This picture clearly coincides with E(T ) away from the nodes, while
at each node we can choose the bijection that matches colors of incoming and outgoing edges. 
Note that we have a certain degree of freedom when going back from a family of paths to a
resolution of nodes. Namely, for a ﬁxed node and a ﬁxed direction, we can choose the order in which
to place the edges coming from particular paths. We shall say that we choose a planar edge embedding
when we make a choice of how exactly to order the edges.
We are now interested in resolving nodes according to certain local rules. Because of the resem-
blance of incoming and outgoing ﬂows with driving ﬂows on roads, we call these driving rules.
For a driving rule r and an element T ∈ GTL we let P (r)(T ) be the collection of paths resulting
from resolving E(T ) according to r. We treat P (r)(T ) as a multiset rather than set, and we let P (r)(T )
denote the corresponding set of distinct paths obtained after resolution. The next lemma is obvious in
light of this discussion; it can almost be taken as the deﬁnition of a driving rule.
Lemma 5.2 (Fundamental lemma of driving rules). For any driving rule r, we have
T =
∑
p∈P (r)(T )
T p .
This lemma means that for any driving rule r there is a well-deﬁned map ψ(r) from GTL to the set
of subsets of 2m given by T → {sets corresponding to paths of P (r)(T )}. We say that r is a simplicial
driving rule whenever the image, ψ(r)(GTL), is a simplicial complex, which happens for example if for
every T in GTL we have
P (r)(T ) − {p} = P (r)(T − T p),
for all p in P (r)(T ). We can then think of ψ(r)(GTL) as a compatibility complex, though the speciﬁc
conditions imposed on pairs of sets may not be easy to describe. Nonetheless, the following gives a
partial answer to Question 1.
Proposition 5.3. If r is a simplicial driving rule, ψ(r)(GTL) triangulates GTL .
There are two particular driving rules we are going to consider in detail—the Michigan driving rule,
mich, and the Boston driving rule, bos. Both are simplicial; indeed, we will see that ψ(mich)(GTL) =
m(nn)L and ψ
(bos)(GTL) =m(nc)L .
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The ﬁrst rule can be described as follows. Let a be the numbers of edges (or drivers) entering a
node from the west; let d be the number from the south. Similarly, let b and c be the number of
drivers leaving this node from north and east, respectively. Then we know a + d = b + c.
Deﬁnition 5.4 (Michigan driving rule). The Michigan driving rule resolves each node of E(T ) according
to the following two cases:
(1) If a  b, d  c, the leftmost b drivers from the west turn left without crossing routes with each
other. The remaining a−b drivers go straight, without crossing routes. Finally, all d drivers coming
from the south turn right, without crossing routes with each other or with drivers coming from
the west.
(2) If a b, d  c, all a drivers from the west turn left without crossing routes with each other. The
leftmost b − a drivers from the south go straight without crossing routes with each other or any
west-coming drivers. Finally, the remaining c drivers coming from the south turn right without
crossing routes.
The Michigan driving rule is schematically depicted on Fig. 5. The bold arrows denote the ﬂows of
drivers. Note that if a = b, c = d then everybody turns and nobody goes straight: west-coming drivers
turn north and south-coming drivers turn east. It is easy to remember the Michigan driving rule by
recalling that drivers never cross paths.
Deﬁnition 5.5 (Boston driving rule). The Boston driving rule resolves each node of E(T ) according to the
following two cases:
(1) If a  c, d  b, the leftmost a − c drivers from the west turn left without crossing routes with
each other. The remaining c drivers go straight without crossing routes with each other. Finally,
all d drivers coming from south go straight, without crossing routes with each other, but crossing
the routes of all other drivers.
(2) If a  c, d  b, all a drivers from the west go straight without crossing routes with each other.
The leftmost b drivers from the south go straight, without crossing routes with each other but
crossing the routes of all west-coming drivers. Finally, the remaining d − b drivers coming from
south turn right, without crossing routes with each other but crossing the routes of all west-
coming drivers.
The Boston driving rule is schematically depicted on Fig. 6. Note that if a = c, b = d then everybody
goes straight and nobody turns. One can remember the Boston driving rule by remembering that
drivers take every opportunity possible to cross the path of perpendicular traﬃc (but they do turn
from the correct lane).
We can see on the left of Fig. 3 that drivers follow the Michigan driving rule, while on the right
drivers follow the Boston driving rule. This is no accident, and we will see in Sections 6 and 7 how
the Michigan and Boston rules can be used to study m(nn)L and m
(nc)
L , respectively.
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Remark 5.6. Although Theorem 3.3 characterizes weak separability in terms of paths, we do not have a
driving rule to resolve a pattern into pairwise weakly separable paths. This is because not all patterns
can be so separated! However, since every collection of weakly separable paths is also a collection of
non-kissing paths, it will follow from Corollary 7.2 that every pattern can be resolved into a collection
of weakly separated paths in at most one way.
6. The Michigan driving rule
In this section, we will use the Michigan driving rule to establish the basis properties of m(nn)L .
These results are classical; in the next section we will establish similar results for m(nc)L , which will
be new. The following theorem describes the key property of the Michigan rule.
Theorem 6.1. If T ∈ GTL , the paths in P (mich)(T ) are pairwise non-crossing. Conversely, for every pairwise
non-crossing collection of paths P , there exists a planar edge embedding so that the nodes of E(
∑
p∈P T p) are
resolved exactly according to the Michigan rule. In other words, the Michigan driving rule is simplicial and
ψ(mich)(GTL) =m(nn)L .
Proof. The ﬁrst part follows from the simple observation that, with the Michigan driving rule, the
routes of drivers never intersect.
For the second part order the paths p ∈ P lexicographically, considering paths as words on the
alphabet {N < E}. In other words, pi < p j if, at the ﬁrst place where the paths diverge, pi steps north
and p j steps east. Order coinciding paths arbitrarily. Now we are going to place the paths in L so that
the local picture at each node follows the Michigan driving rule.
In the neighborhood of each node we assign the edges of E(
∑
p∈P T p) to the paths in P which
are passing through this node in the obvious way. We order the incoming edges ﬁrst from north to
south among the east-going edges, then west to east among the north-going edges. Likewise order
the outgoing edges ﬁrst from west to east among north-going edges, then north to south among east
going edges. We now embed the ith path passing through this node by connecting the ith incoming
edge with the ith outgoing edge. This obviously obeys the Michigan driving rule. 
Theorem 6.1 along with Proposition 5.3 gives the following corollary.
Corollary 6.2. The complex m(nn)L triangulates GTL .
Recall that a simplicial complex is called a pseudo-manifold if it is pure of dimension d (for
some d) and every face of dimension d − 1 is contained in 2 faces of dimension d; it is called a
pseudo-manifold with boundary if every face of dimension d − 1 is contained in either 1 or 2 faces
of dimension d.
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Proof. That m(nn)L is a ball of dimension N(L) follows immediately from Theorem 6.2 and Proposi-
tion 3.4. In particular, m(nn)L is pure of dimension N(L). A simplicial complex that is a manifold with
boundary is, in particular, a pseudo-manifold with boundary. Since m(nn)L triangulates a ball, it is
Cohen–Macaulay by [Munkres, Theorem 2.2]. 
7. The Boston driving rule
The following theorem describes the key property of the Boston rule.
Theorem 7.1. If T ∈ GTL , the paths in P (bos)(T ) are pairwise non-kissing. Conversely, for every pairwise non-
kissing collection of paths P , there exists a planar edge embedding so that the nodes of E(
∑
p∈P T p) are
resolved exactly according to the Boston rule. In other words, the Boston rule is simplicial and
ψ(bos)(GTL) =m(nc)L .
Proof. The ﬁrst part follows by examination of the Boston driving rule. Two paths entering a node
from different directions cannot leave the node in different directions without crossing. If one path
turns to follow the other for some distance before parting ways, then they must cross upon meeting
and not cross when parting. In particular, they will not kiss.
Now, let P be any collection of pairwise non-kissing paths. Set E = E(∑p∈P T p). Let e be any edge
of L and let P (e) be the collection of paths passing through e. For each path p in P (e), let we→(p, e)
be the word on the alphabet {N < E}, describing the path p takes after e and let w←e be the word in
the alphabet {S < W } describing the reverse of the path p takes before e. Order P (e) lexicographically
by we→(p, e); we call this the ﬁrst ordering. Note that two different paths in P (e) may have the same
we→(·, e) and thus be tied in the ﬁrst ordering. Also, order P (e) lexicographically by w←e(p, e); we
call this the second ordering. By the non-kissing hypothesis, these two orderings will be consistent,
but some paths that are tied in one ordering will not be tied in the other. Any paths which are tied
in both the ﬁrst and second ordering are identical. Deﬁne the ﬁnal ordering of P (e) to be the common
reﬁnement of the ﬁrst ordering and the second.
If e points eastward, order the copies of e in E from north to south and assign them to the paths
in P (e) in the order of the ﬁnal ordering. If e points northward, order the copies of e in E from west
to east and, again, assign them to the paths in P (e) in the order of the ﬁnal ordering. We claim that
this way of drawing the paths obeys the Boston driving rule.
Fix an internal node v . Note that, by the non-kissing hypothesis, it is impossible that there is one
path that enters v heading east and leaves to the north and another path that enters v heading north
and leaves to the east. Without loss of generality, assume that the latter case does not occur. Let
PNN , P EN and P EE be the set of paths that enter and then leave v in the directions NN , EN and
EE respectively. Within each of these three groups, our algorithm places the paths in the same order
when they enter v and when they leave it. Since the ﬁnal ordering reﬁnes the ﬁrst ordering, along
the edges entering v from the west, those that will turn to the north are placed to the north of those
that will continue straight to the east. Similarly, since the ﬁnal ordering reﬁnes the second ordering,
among the edges leaving v towards the north, those that came from the west will lie to the east of
those that came from the south. In short, the paths obey the Boston driving rule at v . 
As with the Michigan rule, Theorem 7.1 along with Proposition 5.3 gives the following.
Corollary 7.2. The complex m(nc)L triangulates GTL .
As before, we obtain another corollary.
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It is worthwhile to give a second proof that m(nc)L has dimension N(L). This argument can also be
adapted to the case of m(nn)L .
Second proof that m(nc)L has dimension N(L) (sketch). In what follows it is convenient to look at
the number of “traﬃc ﬂows” or “streams” we have without distinguishing how many drivers take a
certain path. Recall that we denote the set of distinct ﬂows by P . For a collection of paths P supported
on a face F = F (P ) of m(nc)L , the dimension of F is |P | − 1.
Recall that a critical node is a node which has edges leaving it heading to the north and to the
east, and that N(L) is the number of critical nodes. At each critical node, the number of traﬃc streams
increases by at most 1. This happens exactly when one of the entering streams splits, i.e., when part
of it turns and part does not. It is also possible that no stream splits, in which case the number
of streams is preserved. Thus we can have at most N(L) + 1 distinct streams in P : two streams
originating from the source and one extra stream for every other critical node. So the face F (P ) has
dimension at most N(L). 
This proof is useful because, if we are given a collection P of non-kissing paths with cardinality
less than N(L) + 1, this proof tells us how to search for paths we can add to P to enhance it to a
maximal collection: we need to introduce branching at nodes that don’t currently have any. This is
particularly nice because, at any node, there are always at most two options for which path to make
branch. (Although there are many options for what route the new path should take after the branch.)
In particular, this approach has proved useful when checking cases of Conjecture 2.12 by hand.
One can now easily verify the upper bound of [LZ] on the size of families of pairwise weakly-
separated subsets. Let 2mkl denote the set of all subsets I of [m] such that k |I| l.
Corollary 7.4. (See [LZ, Theorem 1.3].) The maximal size of a family of pairwise weakly separated subsets
of 2mkl is
(
m + 1
2
)
−
(
m + 1− l
2
)
−
(
k + 1
2
)
+ 1.
Proof. Indeed, choose L to be the partial staircase shape with sinks (m − l, l), (m − l + 1, l − 1), . . . ,
(m − k,k). By Lemma 2.10 any weakly separated family is also non-crossing, and by Theorem 7.3 the
size of such a family is at most N(L) + 1. It remains to check that the number of critical nodes in L
is exactly
(m+1
2
)− (m+1−l2 )− (k+12 ). 
Note that in this light the conjectural purity of m(ws)L is particularly surprising. It claims that
despite the fact that weak separation is a stronger condition than non-crossing, the sizes of the facets
of the corresponding complexes coincide.
8. Regularity and its consequences
In this section, we will show that m(nc)L is a regular triangulation of GT
0
L , and discuss the conse-
quences of that result. These include showing that m(nc)L is shellable and that our basis of the Plücker
algebra is a basis of standard monomials, in the sense of Gröbner theory.
Let A be a ﬁnite subset of RN and let w be a function from A to R. Let Hull(A) be the convex
hull of A. Then we can use w to build a polyhedral subdivision of Hull(A), known as the regular
subdivision induced by w . The deﬁnition is as follows: Let the set A′ in RN+1 be the set of points
{(a,w(a))}a∈A . Let Hull(A′) be the convex hull of A′ . The regular subdivision of A induced by w is
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on regular subdivisions and [Sturm, Chapter 8] for the connection between regular subdivisions and
Gröbner theory.
The following alternative description of regular triangulations will be more useful in our setting:
Let A be a ﬁnite subset of RN , let  be a triangulation of Hull(A) and let w be a real-valued func-
tion on A. Assume further that A is contained in an aﬃne hyperplane which does not contain the
origin. Then  is the regular subdivision induced by w if and only if the following condition holds:
If Hull(p1, p2, . . . , pr) is any face of  and
∑r
i=1 ci pi =
∑
a∈A daa is any true relation in which all the
coeﬃcients ci and da are positive, then
∑
ciw(pi) 
∑
daw(a), with equality if and only if the two
sums
∑r
i=1 ci pi and
∑
a∈A daa contain the same terms with the same coeﬃcients. Also, if all of the
points in A are lattice points, we can restrict to the case where the ci and da are integers.
We will now exhibit a speciﬁc weight function w on the set {T p}, where p ranges over paths in L,
such that m(nc)L is the regular subdivision of GT
0
L induced by w . For this purpose, it is most convenient
to describe paths by their words in {N, E}. Let p be a path contained in L and let u1u2 · · ·um be the
corresponding word in the alphabet {N, E}. For 1  i < j m, deﬁne δi j(p) to be 0 if ui = u j and
1 otherwise. We deﬁne
w(T p) =
∑
1i< jm
δi j(p)
j−i
where  is a very small positive real number. Explicitly, we can take  = 1/(m2). We want to use the
criterion of the previous paragraph, so we need to know that there is an aﬃne hyperplane which
contains all of the T p but does not contain the origin; that hyperplane is given by the equation
T 1,−1 = 1.
Theorem 8.1. The regular subdivision of GT0L induced by w is m
(nc)
L .
Proof. Let Q be any collection of paths in L, set S = ∑q∈Q Tq and let P = P (bos)(S). We want to
show that
∑
p∈P w(T p)
∑
q∈Q w(Tq), with equality only if P = Q .
There are only ﬁnitely many collections of paths R with
∑
r∈R Tr = S . Let R be a collection which,
among all such collections, minimizes
∑
r∈R w(Tr). We will show that R must be non-kissing, and
hence must equal P . This proves the desired result, because
∑
r∈R w(Tr)
∑
q∈Q w(Tq) by construc-
tion, and the equality condition follows because we will show that P is the unique choice of R
minimizing this expression.
So, assume for the sake of contradiction that R is not non-kissing. Let p and q be two paths
in R which come together after their ﬁrst a steps and then depart without crossing at step b. Let
u1u2 · · ·um be the {N, E}-word for p and let v1v2 · · · vm be the {N, E}-word for q. Deﬁne the paths
p′ and q′ by the words u1u2 · · ·ub−1vbvb+1 · · · vm and v1v2 · · · vb−1ubub+1 · · ·um . It is clear that
T p + Tq = T p′ + Tq′ . For all 1 i < j m with j − i < b − a, we have δi j(p) + δi j(q) = δi j(p′) + δi j(q′).
(When j < b, we have δi j(p) = δi j(p′) and δi j(q) = δi j(q′); when i > a the reverse holds.) We also
have this equality when j − i = b − a, but (i, j) = (a,b). On the other hand, δab(p) = δab(q) = 1
while δab(p′) = δab(q′) = 0. So w(T p) + w(Tq) contains two b−a terms that w(T p) + w(Tq) does
not, and all other differences between w(T p′ ) + w(Tq′ ) and w(T p) + w(Tq) involve higher powers
of  . (And there are at most
(m
2
) − 1 such other differences.) So, if we take  small enough, then
w(T p)+ w(Tq) > w(T p′ )+ w(Tq′ ). Let R ′ be the collection of paths obtained by taking R and replac-
ing p and q with p′ and q′ . Then
∑
r∈R ′ Tr = S and
∑
r∈R w(Tr) >
∑
r∈R ′ w(Tr). This contradicts our
choice of R as minimal, and proves the theorem. 
Corollary 8.2.With respect to a certain term order, the monomial basis for the Plücker algebra we constructed
from m(nc)L is the basis of standard monomials.
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the Plücker algebra (in the language of [Sturm]). The triangulation m(nc)L is unimodular, meaning that,
if P is any collection of non-kissing paths, and x is in the positive real span of {T p}p∈P , then x is
a positive integral combination of {T p}p∈P . By [Sturm, Corollary 8.9], when the regular triangulation
is unimodular, the corresponding initial ideal is reduced, meaning that the standard monomials are
precisely the monomials which are supported on faces of the initial complex. 
As another corollary, we deduce that m(nc)L is shellable.
Corollary 8.3. The simplicial complex m(nc)L is shellable.
Proof. By [Zieg, Corollary 8.14], regular subdivisions of polytopes are always shellable. 
Deﬁnition 8.4 (Solid paths). A path p in L is solid if it does one of the following:
(1) p moves east (possibly zero distance), then moves north until it cannot do so any longer, then it
moves east (possibly zero distance) until it hits a sink,
(2) p moves north (possibly zero distance), then moves east until it cannot do so any longer, then it
moves north (possibly zero distance) until it hits a sink.
Similarly, call an element I of 2mL (i.e., I such that p(I) ﬁts in L) solid if the corresponding path
p(I) is solid.
Example 8.5. For example, the path shown on Fig. 1 corresponding to {2,3,6} is not solid, while the
paths corresponding to {3,4,5}, {1,2} or {1,2,3,4,5,6} are solid.
Lemma 8.6. Every solid set I in 2mL is non-crossing with every other element of 2
m
L , and thus belongs to every
facet of m(nc)L .
Proof. One easily veriﬁes that the solid paths p cannot kiss any other path inside L, so by Theo-
rem 3.3 the lemma follows. 
Let 2∗L be a subset of 2mL obtained by excluding the solid elements. Denote by m
(nc)∗
L the restriction
of m(nc)L to vertex set 2
∗
L . By Lemma 8.6 the complex m
(nc)
L is a repeated cone over m
(nc)∗
L . Thus to
understand the topology of m(nc)L it suﬃces to understand the topology of m
(nc)∗
L .
Theorem 8.7. The complex m(nc)∗L is a topological sphere.
Proof. Let d be the dimension of m(nc)∗L (which we know is pure). First, we argue that m
(nc)∗
L is a
pseudo-manifold without a boundary, i.e., that every face of dimension d− 1 is contained in precisely
two faces of dimension d. Let F be a face of m(nc)∗L of dimension d − 1. Let F ′ be the face of m(nc)L
which contains F and all of the solid elements, so F ′ has dimension N(L) − 1. We claim that, un-
der the isomorphism m(nc)L
∼= GT0L , the face F ′ is not contained in the boundary of GT0L . If F ′ were
contained in the boundary of GT0L then it would be contained in some facet of GT
0
L . The deﬁning
equations of these facets are of the form T i, j = T i+1, j and T i, j−1 = T i, j , where (i, j) and (i + 1, j),
or (i, j − 1) and (i, j), are adjacent cells of L separated by an edge of L. (The corresponding deﬁning
inequalities of the polytope GT0L are formed by replacing “=” with “<”.) But, for every one of these
equations, one can ﬁnd a solid path p such that T p does not obey it. Thus, F ′ is not contained in the
boundary of GT0L . So F
′ must lie in two facets of m(nc)L and, thus, F lies in two facets of m
(nc)∗
L .
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The shellability of m(nc)L is equivalent to shellability of m
(nc)∗
L , and it remains to recall the well-
known result [H, Corollary 1.28] that a shellable pseudo-manifold without a boundary is a topological
sphere. 
Remark 8.8. Gal has conjectured [G, Conjecture 2.1.7] that all ﬂag homology spheres are γ -non-
negative, a strengthening of the well-known Charney–Davis conjecture. Every compatibility complex
is clearly ﬂag (a minimal non-face is a pair), and as described in Remark 4.6 they are γ -non-negative.
Thus, m(nc)∗L satisﬁes Gal’s conjecture.
Remark 8.9. Let V be the vector space spanned by the differences T p − Tq , where p and q range over
pairs of solid paths. Let ΓL be the image of the polytope GT0L in the quotient by V . It is not hard to
show that every facet of GT0L contains all but one of the solid paths. Thus, by [Ath, Proposition 2.3],
m(nc)∗L triangulates the boundary of ΓL . However, it is not true that ΓL is a simplicial polytope; rather,
some faces in the boundary of ΓL are subdivided in GT0L . We do not know whether there is a simplicial
polytope whose boundary is isomorphic to m(nc)∗L , but we conjecture that there is.
Conjecture 8.10. For any partial staircase shape L, complex m(nc)∗L is polytopal.
Example 8.11. Let us take m = 5 and take the shape L with sinks (1,4) and (3,2). Then the associated
complex m(nc)∗L and a realization of the dual polytope are shown on Fig. 7. Here the outer triangle{(2,3), (1,4), (2,4)} should also be understood as a face.
Example 8.12. If L is a 2× n (or an n × 2) rectangle, m(nc)∗L is the type A cluster complex of [FZ]. It is
known to be polytopal, and the dual polytope is known as the associahedron. However, ΓL is usually
not simplicial. The ﬁrst counter-example is when n = 4 (so m = 6). Here ΓL has a square face whose
vertices correspond to 14, 15, 25 and 24. In m(nc)∗L , this square is subdivided into two triangles, along
the diagonal joining (1,5) and (2,4).
Example 8.13. Let L be a 3 × 3 rectangle (so m = 6). In this example, we will explore the differ-
ence between m(nc)L and m
(ws)
L . There are 6 solid paths and N(L) = 9, so m(nc)∗L is a 3-sphere. We
write m(ws)∗L for the subcomplex of m
(nc)∗
L corresponding to weakly separated paths. There are two
pairs of 3-element subsets of [6] which are non-crossing but not weakly separated, namely the pairs
(145,236) and (124,356). (The ﬁrst pair of paths crosses twice; the second pair has an hourglass.)
Each of these pairs corresponds to an edge in m(nc)∗L . Each of these edges is surrounded by four tetra-
hedra and these tetrahedra ﬁt together to form an octahedron subdivided around a central axis. These
T.K. Petersen et al. / Journal of Algebra 324 (2010) 951–969 969two octahedra are disjoint from one another. In m(ws)∗L , these two octahedra are removed, leaving be-
hind a complex homeomorphic to S2 × [0,1]. The endpoints of this product are a pair of 2-spheres,
each triangulated as the boundary of the octahedron. The simplicial complex m(ws)∗L is a subcomplex
of the D4-cluster complex, which is again a 3-sphere. In the D4-cluster complex, two new vertices
are added. One of these vertices is compatible with the vertices in the ﬁrst octahedron, and the other
with the vertices in the second. Thus, the D4-cluster complex caps off the two open ends of m
(ws)∗
L
to form a 3-sphere.
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